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Answer S questions only. Candidates may choose to answer the questions in the Malay
Language. If candidates choose to answer questions in the English Language, at least one
question must be answered in the Malay Language.

1. (a) Write down Maxwell's vacuum equations in differential form for the case where
charge and current densities are present.

(20lloo)

(b) Derive the corresponding integral equations and briefly discuss the physical
meaning of each ofthe equations.

(40/r0o)

(c) For free space, where the charge and current densities are zero, derive the wave

equation for the electric-field amplitude E. Hence find the equation for the wave
velocity c in terms of the fundamental constants eo and po.

(40/100)
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(a) Define the potential It(V) for an electrostatic field and prove that in a charge-free

region Z(r-) satisfies Laplace's equation Y2V =O .

(30/loo)

O) The general separated solution of Laplace's equation is V(f) = ft(r)Yt^(0,Q)
where I and m are integers andl (r) = r' orr-('*t). For gtven l, whatvalues ofrz
are allowed?

(20l1oo)

(c) Using Cartesian coordinates x = rsin 9cosQ,./ = rsin ?snf, z = r cos9 derive

theexpressionsforthefields E fot /=l and m=0 andthetwoforms of f,(r).
Sketch the field lines and explain what the field patterns represent physically.

IYro@,il = (314n)1t2 cosdl

(so/loo)

3. (a) For magnetostatics, define the vector potential i<fl .

(20llo0)

(b) Explain what is meant by a gauge transformation of Alflana by a gauge function

z.
(20lroo)

G) Consider a uniform magnetic field in the z directiotL ^6 = (0,0,4). Prove that the

three vector potential functions (D A=(0,80x,0), (iD A=(-Boy,O,0) and (iii)

A = e!aoy,!Bo*,07 all correspond to this field ,F.'2-2
(30/100)

transformations

(30/loo)

(d) Find the three gauge functions corresponding to the gauge

between (i) and (ii), (ii) and (iii) and (i) and (iii).
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The real-field solution E^ ofMaxwell's vacuum wave equation for a wave travelling in

the z direction is written in terms of a complex vector amplitude .Eo ut

E^ = Re[E o exp(itcz - ial)l

(a) Explain, using diagrams if necessary, how the quantities k and @ are related to
wavelength and frequency.

(30/100)

(b) Writing the real magnetic field E^ as E* =n [Eo exp(ilcz-iOl derive an

expression for the complex quantity E, in terms of Eo , k and, a.
(20l1oo)

(c) Prove that both Eo *d .Fo are transverse, Eo, = Bo, = 0 .

(2011oo)

(d) Consider the point z = O . Draw sketches to show how .E^ *d ,B^ vary with

time I for waves that are (a) plane polarized with .E^ along r and (b) right and left
hand circularly polarized.

(30/r00)

Assuming that the rate of change of field energy is

au =oE t =aE
at = tot''-+iu a

(a) use Maxwell's equations to derive Poynting's theorem for the electromagnetic
field in vacuum when no charges or currents are present.

(b) Explain what physical
Poynting's theorem.

(20ll0o)

property of the electromagnetic field is described by

(201100)

(c) The beam from a 2 mW He-Ne laser is passed through a polarizer and focussed to
a spot of 0.5 mm diameter. Assume that half the power is lost in the polarizer and
that the power density is uniform across the focussed spot. Taking the z oris as
the direction of travel of the beam, use the Poynting vector to find the root-mean-
square values of.E and.B in the focussed region.

(60/100)
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(a) Write down Maxwell's equations in differential

charge and current densities present.

(b) Prove that the differential form of the law
consequence of these equations.

(c) Use the integral form to
conservation.

[zcT 3041

form for a general medium with

Q0/r0o)

of conservation of charge is a

(30/loo)

7.

(c) Integrate the charge-conservation law through a volume V and apply Gauss's

theorem to the term involving the current density j to derive the integral form of
this law.

(20lloo)

explain why the law does correspond to charge

(30/100)

The optical properties of a monovalent metal like Ag or Na may be described by a

frequency-dependent dielectric function a(ar) of the form

e(ot) = t- aj / az where al'o = ne' /eom

in which z is the density of electrons in the metal and m is the effective mass of an

electron. f o = @ol2n is known astheplasmafrequency.

(a) Assuming that n = ZxlOD m-3 and that m is equal to the free-electron mass z,a,

find the numerical value of .fp and the corresponding wavelength )", = c/ f p and

confirm that these lie in the ultraviolet.
(30/r00)

O) Provethate(a)-)-@ asrl+0,that e(ror)=0 andthate(a)-+l as a-)6-
Hence sketch the graph of e(ot) versus al.

(30/r00)

(c) Assuming that in a plane wave where all field vectors are proportional to

explil.t -frorl the magnitude k and @ are related by k'=e(@)@2 /c2 use your

sketch of e(a) to sketch the graph of kversus ar.

(40/100)

(Numerical values in SI units ate €o = 8.854 x 10-'2 Fm't , fr" = 9.109 x l04r kg )
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8. (a) Explain what is meant by a metallic waveguide. For which part of the
electromagnetic spectrum are such waveguides used?

(30/loo)

(b) For a wave travelling in the x direction the propagation equation is

k:=*-4
'c'd2

where d is the guide width and n =1,2,3,... is an integer. Sketch graphs to show
the dependence ofar on k, for a few values ofz.

(40/100)

(c) Use your graphs to explain cat-offfrequency andmonomde region.

(30/loo)
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